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Climate/Culture
• You as the Commander & 

your Command Team set 
the tone (climate/culture) for 
the type of environment that 
will exist in the Company.

• Command Team = 
Commander, Executive 
Officer, and First 
Sergeant



• The Climate/Culture of a Unit can either be 
Positive or Toxic.

• The actions or inactions of you and your command 
team will be the determining factor.
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What do you think are 
some characteristics of a 
Positive Culture/ 
Climate? 



+ Characteristics
“Freedom Within Boundaries”

-Leaders have a legitimate concern for the 
well being of their subordinates.

-Leaders set example for expertise and 
honorable service.

-Culture of Trust is established and 
maintained
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-Culture of Collaboration and Team Work.

-Environment where subordinates can think 
for themselves and operate within the 
boundaries on their own.

-Environment where subordinates take 
initiative.

-Environment where it is OK to make a 
mistake. 
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+ Characteristics
MISTAKES
• A mistake is a failure which occurs often unexpectedly 

while pursuing the vision and intent of the commander.

• Mistakes are not purposeful violations of regulations and 
standards. 
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“Shooting straight with proper posture but aiming in the wrong 
direction while not knowing it is the wrong direction”



-All Training and Tasks have a meaningful 
purpose to accomplish the mission and foster 
growth in subordinates. 
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- Characteristics
-Leaders have are only concerned about their 
prestige and achievements. 

-Leaders live in hypocrisy.

-Subordinates are berated and disrespected.

-Culture of Mistrust.

-No Collaboration; No Teamwork
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- Characteristics
-Subordinates cannot take initiative or think 
for themselves.

-Making a mistake means that you are an 
awful person that does not deserve to be a 
part of the organization.

-There’s no meaningful purpose behind any 
order or task given to subordinate elements.
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- Characteristics
Meaningless Tasks
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1st Step to Eliminating a 
Negative Culture

• Treat the 4th Class with dignity and respect.  
The foundation of your culture is how the 
lowest subordinate is treated.  This is the 
“root.”
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1st Step to Eliminating a 
Negative Culture

• Nowhere in the military or The Citadel 
does it say that to train a good soldier 
that you have to personally attack 
their dignity, their personality, or 
treat them less than a human being.

“Breaking Someone Down…Doesn’t mean inducing a nervous 
breakdown; it is simply changing the way people think or act to 
match the cultural norms of the organization they are becoming a 
part of.”
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GIGO
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Garbage In = Garbage Out

OR

Negative In = Negative Out

Its not Rocket Science:  Being 
Negative Leads to Negativity



Deep Thought
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Philosophy

Your command philosophy is your axe to destroy the root of 
negativity and build a Positive Command Climate.



Philosophy
• Your Command Philosophy is the way you think 

about your Company, the mission you are given, 
how you will accomplish that mission, and the 
way you will care for and treat your people along 
the way
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Developing A 
Command Philosophy

• Think about how you want to treat others in your Company.

• Think about how you want your leadership team to treat 
others.

• Write these thoughts down as your Command Philosophy.

• Share the Philosophy with everyone in the Unit (Briefing and 
Hard Copies).

• Defend your Command Philosophy (You and Your Leadership 
Team). 
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• Expectations & Goals need to be 3 things:
1. Relevant to the mission 

(training during all opportunities to compete for the Summerall
Cup = yes)
(“being the best Co in the Corps” = no)

2. Achievable during the time given 
(developing a comprehensive PT plan to all Co members pass 
the CPFT = yes)
(“doing enough PT so everyone gets a 300” = no)

3. Understood by all involved and invested
(establishing Co goals during Cadre in order to retain 90% of 
the incoming class = yes)
(“Jenkins Halls says we have to do the following…” = no)

Expectations & Goals



QUESTIONS/COMMENTS/CONCERNS
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